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Abstract: Cataloging traffic keen on precise network applications is vital for application-aware network 

organization and it turn into more taxing because modern applications incomprehensible their network 

behaviors. Whereas port number-based classifiers work merely for a little renowned application and signature-

based classifiers are not significant to encrypted packet payloads, researchers are inclined to classify network 

traffic rooted in behaviors scrutinized in network applications. In this document, a session level Flood 

Cataloging (SLFC) approach is proposed to organize network Floods as a session, which encompasses of 

Floods in the equal discussion. SLFC initially classifies flood into the analogous applications by packet size 

distribution (PSD) and subsequently faction Floods as sessions by port locality. With PSD, each Flood is 

distorted into a set of points in a two-Dimension space and the remoteness among all Flood and the 

representatives of preselected applications are calculated. The Flood is predicted as the application having a 

least distance. Meanwhile, port locality is accustomed to cluster Floods as sessions since an application often 
uses successive port statistics surrounded by a session. If flood of a session are categorized into diverse 

applications, an arbitration algorithm is invoked to make the improvement.  
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I.    Introduction 

  Cataloging traffic into precise network applications is necessary for application-aware network 

administration. Consistent with the Cataloging results, a venture or service provider can relate a variety of 

policies to defend network resources or impose association strategies. Correct traffic Cataloging is therefore the 

foundation in application aware network management. Nevertheless, it is not inconsequential to properly 

categorize the traffic hooked on the applications according to their varied characteristics and behaviors because 

traffic can be encrypted, relayed by supplementary protocols, or disassembled .A number of approaches have 

been proposed to recognize and to organize the traffic into the applications .on the other hand, traditional 
Cataloging techniques may not work well for up-and-coming application because they typically depends on 

either port numbers [1] or payload signatures [3]. To sidestep policies imposed by network administrators, 

contemporary applications employ numerous diverse techniques to make their network traffic imperceptible to 

network monitors. Widespread communication protocols, akin to HTTP, are often used as secret channels to 

relay other types of traffic. Cataloging traffic into applications becomes more demanding because of more 

complicated application behaviors. The connection behavior of one application perhaps similar to that of another 

application. For example, the behavior of an HTTP file transfer may look similar to that of an FTP one. In 

addition, not all Floods generated in one session do the similar thing. For example, a Bit Torrent client may 

simultaneously establish several Floods to recover the list of servers, look up resources, check peer status, and 

transfer files. Therefore, to have a better Cataloging result, we propose a loom, namely session level Flood 

Cataloging (SLFC), to organize network floods as sessions and hence obtain a absolute depiction of application 

behaviors. SLFC contains two parts, i.e., Flood Cataloging and Flood grouping. The former classifies Floods 
into applications via packet size distribution (PSD) and the concluding groups connected Floods as sessions by 

port locality. A Flood is recognized by the five-tuples information, which includes source IP, destination IP, 

source port, destination port, and protocol. While the PSD of one Flood is resolute, it is evaluated with each 

representative of all pre-selected applications to make a decision which application it should be .Since the 

information of packet payloads is not required, this process works even if the packet payloads are encrypted. In 

adding up, Floods will be assembly as sessions by examination port locality because operating systems 

frequently assign consecutive port numbers for an application to setup connections with remote hosts. If the 

source and destination IP addresses of two Floods are the same and their port numbers are successive, the two 

Floods may belong to the same session of an application. If Floods of a session are classified as diverse 

applications, an arbitration algorithm based on majority votes is raised to make the alteration. Evaluations and 

online yardsticks show that SLFC is able to acquire exact outcome and make decision.  
This paper is a that provides more detailed discussion about false-positive and false-negative analysis. 

 False Positive:   An event signaling an IDS to produce an alarm when no attack has taken place 
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 False Negative: A failure of IDS to detect an actual attack. 
 

II.    Related Work 

Cataloging network Floods by means of statistical properties of network traffic is not new. Such 

methods suppose that the statistical properties of traffic are sole for dissimilar applications and can be used to 

differentiate applications from every other. The statistical features frequently used, for example, contain Flood 

duration, packet inter-arrival time, separate packet size, bytes transferred, number of packets, and etc. 

Nevertheless, previous job only focused on the peculiarities of network traffic classes or applications [7, 8]. 

Henceforth, supplementary works [9-13] endeavored to organize completely network traffic based on statistical 

features. They generally consist of two parts: model building and Cataloging. A replica is primary built via 

statistical attributes of Floods by erudition the intrinsic structural patterns of datasets and the mock-up is then 

used to categories  other  novel hidden network traffic. BLINC, projected by Karagiannis et al. [14], introduces 

another type of cataloging loom based on the analysis of host behavior. It acquaintances Internet host behavior 

patterns with one or more applications, and refines the association by heuristics and behavior stratification. 
Several substitute proposals [15] exploit machine learning (ML) techniques to network traffic, which are known 

as anthology of influential techniques for knowledge discovery and data mining domains. Initially they employ 

alike statistical features, akin to abovementioned mechanism, to build models however then pertain meticulous 

ML techniques, contradictory with aforementioned works, to pigeonhole network traffic.  
 

III.     Features Utilized By SLFC 
   In this segment, the two major features utilized by SLFC, i.e., packet size distribution (PSD) and port 

locality are introduced. Our annotations demonstrate that application behaviors can be discriminated with their 

PSDs, undertone that Floods of the equal application have analogous PSDs, but Floods of unlike applications 

have sundry PSDs. Our observations also give you an idea about that the port numbers used by Floods 

belonging to the corresponding application session are frequently adjoining. In this document, a session is 

defined as a set of Floods that are engendering in the matching banter. For client-server applications, a session is 
defined as a solitary Flood documented between a client and a server. For peer-to peer applications, a session is 

definite since plentiful Floods produced deliberately in a peer-to-peer commerce treaty. 

 

Packet Size Distribution (PSD) 

 Originating every its Floods the PSD of a network application can be acquired. The traces of entity 

application behavior are imprisoned in an outlawed upbringing. The key advantage of this system is that each 

and every one unruffled traffic can be palpably perceptible to be in the correct place to its parent application. 

Each pre-selected application is put into practice in turn, and the traffic frogspawn is recorded when it passes 

through the network crossing point. The names of the preselected applications and interconnected 

application/protocol category applications and allied application/protocol category used in this work are Bit 

Torrent (P2P), eMule (P2P), Skype (P2P), HTTP (HTTP), POP3 (POP3), SMTP (SMTP), FTP(FTP), Shout cast 
(Streaming) and PPLive (P2P streaming). Dissimilar applications formulate excessive persistent packet sizes 

gratitude to distinct outfitted supplies.  

  

Port Locality 

We observed that port facts used by network Floods of the indistinguishable session habitually have the 

chattels of spatial region, i.e., the port numbers are unremitting or terribly close to each other. Even though port 

numbers perhaps chaotically designated, operating systems often allocate succeeding port numbers when an 

application has to setup numerous connections with isolated hosts. This occurrence is productive since when a 

flood is classified as one exact session, the port numbers can be used to correlate Floods the same session. 

Although port locality is useful, various operating systems do not pursue the prevalent ruling and thus it is not 

for perpetuity able to correlate Floods as a session by means of port locality. In this crate, an introverted Flood is 

treated as a session. 
 

IV.    THE SLFC Algorithm 
SLFC sprints in two segments: an offline application representatives training phase and an online 

session Cataloging phase. Fig. 1 shows the overview of the projected loom. The left side block symbolizes the 

stepladder of the training stage and the right side block shows the online classifier, which includes three 

modules, Flood Cataloging, session grouping, and application arbitration. The target of the offline training 

phase is to settle on out application legislative body, which should be unique to or dissimilar from 

supplementary applications, to be the basis of comparison. This training phase first accumulate a set of traffic 

traces and tries to take out the legislature from the traces. There are two traditions that can be used to pull 
together application traffic: (1) capture all traffic generated while some application is executing and manually 
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filter out the part of traffic unrelated to the application; (2) only capture the part of traffic related to the 

application. The more antiseptic application traffic is collected, the supplementary just right the arrangement 

results can be predictable to obtain because more long-winded application profiles can be reserved. For the 
second method, a traffic filter can be used to carry this traffic collection succession, which can routinely outlaw 

or brainteaser out immaterial application traffic. In provisos of fresh applications, the configurations of the first 

prevalence can be saved and a traffic filter can use them to lug out and treat the application traffic after filtering 

out transfer patterns of other iniquitous applications. The goal of these two methods is both to evidently blotch 

the allied traffic. In array to stay behind admirable cataloging, the application legislature should be also kept 

particular and up-to-date. The price tag of representative promote process is acceptable because an habitual 

loom like the second technique as talk about above can be appeal to figure other novel council of strange 

applications or applications that are amended recurrently. The online session cataloging stage primary extracts 

the five-tuple header information (source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port, protocol) and the 

packet size distribution from all incoming Floods. The packet size distribution of a Flood is distorted to a two-

dimension space point. Subsequently, the Flood Cataloging module judge against the Floods with application 
representatives and classifies it into the application having a minimum distance. For the moment, the session 

grouping module attempts to cluster Floods as a session based on port locality. Until now, each Flood is 

classified as a convinced application and port-adjacent Floods are grouped into the identical session. If two or 

more Floods of a session are classified as different applications, the application arbitration module is 

summoned to solve the conflict and make the rectification. 

Each unit of SLFC as talk about above is convoluted in ensuing subsections. Subsection A and B explain the 

details of the offline training segment and the online session Cataloging phase is construed through subsection C 

to E. 

A. Flood representation – dominating sizes (DS) and dominating sizes’ proportion (DSP) 

Whilst contribution into SLFC, succeeding IP packets having the same five-tuple are composed as a Flood. 

However, exhaustively remembering all packets’ sizes of a Flood not only consumes a lot of memory spaces but 

also is impracticable. To conquer this impenetrability, only the dominating packets’ sizes of a Flood are kept as 
the trait of a Flood. DS vector. The application parliament training phase aims to find out the representatives of 

pre-selected applications. For this purpose, plenty of traces for an explicit application are composed and the 

PSD features of Floods of an application are then extracted. Below there are four dissimilar methods to compute 

the representatives for an application. The application representatives working out phase aims to find out the 

council of pre-selected applications. For this purpose, lots of traces for an unambiguous application Floods of an 

application are then extorted. Below there are four diverse techniques to calculate the representatives for an 

application. 
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processing stage to classify Floods by behaviors. For example, all eMule Floods can be classified physically into 

three behaviors, i.e., linking to pre-configured servers to obtain server and file lists, communicating with peers, 

and exchanging files.In this case, the representative of the eMule application is self-possessed of three 
representatives; each is obtained by applying RA algorithms for Floods belong to an individual group. 

Therefore, with M2, an application representative may be composed of multiple. 

3. Method3 (M3) – Ignoring Common Packets: The process is essentially the same as M1. Yet, to put off 

the vagueness brought by packet size similarities, a preprocessing step is done to riddle out common packet 

sizes of dissimilar network applications. There exists a tradeoff between the numbers of ordinary packet sizes 

desirable to sieve out and the last Cataloging accurateness rates. The supplementary frequent packet sizes are 

detached, the higher the separate organization accuracy rate for each application may be achieved. However, the 

common packet sizes filtered out eventually can not be recognized. For example, eMule and Skype both use 

some common size of packets, such as 46 bytes UDP packets, to converse with peers. The representative finally 

generated by M3 is also a single one for each application.  

4.  Method4 (M4) – Automatic Clustering: This method is alike to M2, i.e., produce behavior-based 
application representatives. Rather than federating Floods of comparable behaviors by hand, it tries to group 

Floods mechanically. We observed that Floods of the same performance should have comparable PSD features. 

Hence, a tolerant Threshold (TT) is defined to tell whether or not two Floods should be grouped collectively. If 

the PSD space flanked by two Floods is less than TT, they are grouped jointly. Otherwise, they are classified 

into two different groups. Afterward, the RA algorithm is applied to apiece group and obtain the equivalent 

group-representatives. The final delegate for the application is unruffled of all group-representatives. Using 

diverse application representatives likely cause completely different application inferences. Readers should also 

note that the projected method may engender countless representatives for an application since an application 

can have various implementations and run on different workstations also they can choose the most suitable 

representatives against those inferences. 

 

B.   Application representatives 
In tidy to gauge the grade of resemblance for two dissimilar Floods, a distance metric is defined. 

Nevertheless, cautious treatment must be in use when the lengths of DS vectors are not the same. Here the 

values of the entries in DS vectors are not additional normalized since each entry in DSP vector is paired with 

the equivalent one entry in group-representatives depending on the number of the application behaviors. 

 

C.   Flood Cataloging 

Every incoming Flood computes the entity similarity distance between it and all sets of the application 

representatives found by the offline training phase according to the metric Equation If an application has added 

than one representative, the final distance between the Flood and the application is the add together of all 

resemblance distances between the Flood and each representative. After all similarity distances are obtained, the 

incoming Flood decides the application having the minimum likeness distance to be the one it should belong to. 

 

D.   Session grouping 

To help and speed up session identification, a data structure, namely port association table (PAT), is 

used to stock up the port locality information. Once a Flood is recognized as a session of a specific application, 

its five-tuple header information is extracted and disjointedly recorded in the PAT as (source IP, source port, 

session ID) and (destination IP, destination port, session ID), where session ID is a counter starting from zero. 

For a given Flood, if its source IP address srcIP is already stored in the PAT and the source port number Q is 

adjacent to the port number P of an existing entry (srcIP, P, SID) in the PAT, the Flood is also treated as a Flood 

of session SID and added into the PAT as (srcIP, Q, SID). The same rule can be applied to destination IP 

addresses. Although port locality is measured, it is not first and foremost used for application Cataloging; it 

should be regarded as finding partnership among marvelous Floods. The leading part used to categorize 

applications is to evaluate the traffic uniqueness of unknown Floods with those of application representatives 
Flood by Flood.  

 

V.   Conclusion 
  This document put forward SLFC, which jogs in two phases: an offline application representatives 

training phase and an online session Cataloging phase. The offline training phase employs a set of traffic traces 

to discover application representatives, which are erects from PSDs of pre-selected applications. The online 

session Cataloging phase is done in three steps: (1) Take out the PSD feature of a give Flood and evaluate it 

with those PSD features of application representatives to make the Cataloging; (2) Run the session grouping 

algorithm to set port-adjacent network Floods into the identical session; and (3) Apply the application arbitration 
algorithm to accurate Flood Cataloging if two or more Floods of a session are classified as dissimilar 
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applications. SLFC are able to make traffic Cataloging without investigative packet payloads. With a 

subservient application representatives’ database, the classifier can successfully recognize the application that a 

Flood belongs to. The projected solution achieves elevated accurateness rates and low error rates. When the 
proposed solution is used as an online classifier, decisions can be made by checking at most 300 packets for 

long-lasting Floods and running at a throughput exceeding 400 Mbps on commodity hardware.  
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